Notice of Special Measurements of Graduate school application procedures due to the outbreak of novel coronavirus (COVID-19)

May 12, 2020

YNU has adopted the following special measures only for this entrance examination due to the outbreak of novel coronavirus (COVID-19)

1. Foreign language test (English)

For this entrance examination only, the score of the foreign language test (English) by either TOEIC or TOEFL score certificate, will not be used for pass/fail judgement.

Accordingly, we will conduct alternative measures to confirm English proficiency.

For details, please confirm Application Guidelines p.9 [6.Screening methods]

Supplemental information on alternative measures to confirm English proficiency

【Advanced Chemistry Unit】

<Subject II>

On the day of examination, you will be presented English materials that explain basic knowledge of chemistry, and asked questions orally. In addition, you will be examined orally on the knowledge of research topic you would like to study.

2. Applications

You may request your university or institution to send your application documents directly to us, if it takes time to get them. In that case, please write down as "direct delivery" in the confirmation column of Detailed Statement of application documents.

If the original documents are not available by the deadline due to postal conditions or suspension of business in the institution, you may submit the copies of documents instead of their original. In that case, please write down as "copy" in the confirmation column of Detailed Statement of application documents. Meanwhile, please submit the original ones by the enrollment procedure. If not, the successful applicant will be canceled.

According to extending of restriction on entering YNU campus, YNU graduates /college of Engineering, YNU expected graduates/College of Engineering Science shall be exempted from submitting Certificate of (expected) Graduation and Transcript.